KABLOONA
you are travelling with his sled and his dogs. Besides, I knew
Utak. One word, and he would flare up, I tried to explain to
L., but it was Greek to him. He knew nothing of igloo life. He
was like a man newly flung up on a desert island. And thanks
to him, it came to me suddenly that merely to spend a night in
an igloo involves a hundred details which I, unknown to my-
self, had learnt one by one. There is the snow to be tamped
into powder with the Eskimo shovel and flung in a certain way
— exactly as our masters the Eskimos insist — over the igloo.
There is the building of the iglerk and the precise and most
efficient fashion of settling oneself on it. There is the trick of
beating the snow off one's clothes without covering the iglerk
with snow, — for if you do this badly, you have to take all the
hides off the iglerk and beat the snow off them, one by one,
before you put them back. There is the fine art of arranging all
your things in such a way that every one is within reach as you
lie on the iglerk. Finally, and above all, there is the rhythm of
igloo life as commanded by the Inuit and ordained by them once
and for always with rigorous precision. This is the order of
installation:
Build the igloo.
Patch and shovel it outside.
Bring in everything you are going to need.
Bury the rest in the snow.
Build the iglerk and cover it with hides.
Place everything within reach on the iglerk.
Start the Primus or seal-oil lamp.
First mug of tea.   (You are still wearing your kuliktak, for
there is still work to be done out of doors.)
Bring in blocks of snow for drinking purposes, and a block
for the entry.
Go out and feed the dogs.
Come in and beat your clothes with the snow-beater.
Tea, this time without your kidiktak.
Prepare the meal.
Smoke a cigarette.
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